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ABSTRACT
Results are described which were obtained by applying advanced analysis methods
aria composite mechanics to a strip-reinforce(I random composite square panel with fixed
ends. This was done in order to Illustrate the use of these methods for the apriort ab-
sessnient of the comlr)site panel when subjected to complex loading conditions. The
panel was assumed to be of E-Glass/Random Composite. The strips were assumed to
be of thrcc advanced unidirectional composites tc+ e • ovwl r a I*—g w • of low, intermediate,
and high modulus stiffness. The panels were assumed to be subjected ' ,j complex loadings
to assess their adequacy as load-carrying members in auto body, aircraft engine nacelle,
and %%indmill blade applications. The results show that strip hybrid panels can Le several
tunes more structurally efficient than the random compubite base materials. Some of the
results are presented in graphical form and procedures are described for use of '',here
graphs ab guides for preliminary design of strip hybrids.
INTRODUCTION
The need for making composite panels which are both structurally effective and cost-
effective has been higilighted in special sessions at four recent conferences. Desirable
material attributes identified ir. these sessions are low material cost, adaptability to mass
production and sufficient stiffness to minimize the problems absoc• iated with local insta-
bilities (lxickling ► , vibratory stresses, and concentrated load deflections. Panels made
from such materials are suitable in relatively low stress, stiffness-controlled designs
such as aircraft nacelles, auto bodies and windmill blades.
In order to calculate c ,, raplex structural reslxmseb suet-, as buckling, periodic exc i t-
ations and stresses in composite panels due to inipulsive loacib, advanced analysis methods
are required in conjunction with composite mechanics. In order to size and/or design
such panels to sat!sfy diverse design requirements including low cost, advanced design
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methods are required. The objective of this paper, therefore, Is to Illustrate, via the
description of computational results, how available composite mechanics and advanced
structural analysis methods can be used to assess, apriorl, the performance of compos-
ite panels that are subjected ►.o complex loadings and are required to meet diverse do-
sign - qulrer ,
 its. The latter may Include structu r al Integrity, durability and cost
effectiv. esL.
The investigation described is computationul. A square pane' with fixed edges
(built-in) was selected. The panel was assumed to be made from random composite
(either ehol tied fiber or random mat) reinforced with unidirectional composite strips.
•	 t'he panel v as assumed to have been subjected to static, cyclic and impulsive loads to
illustrate the application of advanced analysis methods. All re q uired analyses were
performed using the finite element capability of NASTRAN. The results obtained from
the various anal .vses are presented graphically to illustrate the sigrfficance of material
parameters and may be used as a guide its preliminary design.
STIFF, LIGHTWEIGHT COMPOSI'T'ES-STRIP HYBRIDS
Stiff, light-weight structural panels can be made by embedding strips of high stiff-
ness unidirectional composite (UDQ in selected locations in inexpensive random com-
pusites. Henceforth, planar random composites reinforced with UDC composite strips
will be called strip hybrids. For example, UDC composite strips from high modulus
graphite/resin (HM/R) ($30/lb), Intermediate modulus graphite/resin (T300/Ri ($18/lb),
or Kevlar-•19/R ($8/lb) can be cmixdded in planar random E-gless/resln (E:-G/R) com-
posites ($0.50/lb). Note that these costs show that H:tI/R is about 60-times mom expen-
sive than E-G/R whereas T300/11 1s about 36 and Kev-39/E Is only 16-times more ex-
pensive.
Schematics showing two lx)ssible locations of UDC strips in a random composite are
shown In figure 1. ct is important to note that for analysis purposes the embedded strips
were assumed nit to increase either the thickness or the weight of the composite. How-
ever, the materials and fabrication of strip hybrids Increase the cost. For example, the
composite shown in figure 1(b) contains about 20-percent by volume of titrip reinforce-
ment and would have an average cost of $G. 40/lb if the strips were made. from HM/R,
$ 1. 00 lb if they were made from T300/I1, and $2.00/lb If they were made from Nev-.19/R.
It is Important to select the amount, type and location of the strip rou-Woreement
Judiciously. The selection is made, in part, on data generated by using composite me-
chanics and advanced analysis methods such as finite element analysis. However, in any
intended application the structural performance advantages of strip hybrids must outweigh
anv material and fabrication cost disadvantages.
PROPERTIES OF PLANAR RANDOM COMPOSITES
Physical and mechanical properties of planar random composites (PRC) may be mea-
sured or they may be calculated by using the quasi-ic Aropic analogy (QIA) procedure
described In reference 1. Briefly, in the QIA procedure, composite me_.,anics (corn-
posite mlcromechanics, composite macromechanfes, combined-stress failure criteria
and laminate theory) are used to predict the mechanical and physical properties of FRC.
Hence, composite mechanics enter the analysis and design of strip hybrids through tie
ur a of the QIA procedure. Properties obtained using the QIA procedure are suitable for
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preliminary desig7h :md :uwlysis of stip hybrids. Prepellios described Ix.10w were ob-
tained using this procedure.
The pdhysical properties of planar ranetom composites WHO descri1wd herein Include;
heat capacity, in-plane and through- ihc- thicluha-ss heat conduetihities, thertu :d expansion
coefficient and density. 'Those propx . rlies are plotted versus fiber volume ratio (I•'VI1) in
figure Z. The heal capac ity and hent conducd%ity properties are rc•pcdred in heat trwisfer
analyses for detei mining the lrnhperature tit and for determining the heat losses
through auto bodies for heater :aid alt• conditioner sizing. ' llu• thermal expansion coeffl-
>-	 dents arc not-de•d to calculate the thermal stresses assoc • lated with lenhphehahn • e changes
or gradients tit 	 hybrid pauhels.
The nornud modulus, shear modulus and Poisson'h ratio are plotted vcrsus F1'H in
f1w.o•e :1. `' rte that all three ciastle • properties vary nonlinearly H'ith FTH, and were-
fc,re, cauuhut be cxtrapolated or interpolated uhing it 	 relationship when only data
for two FVH's is available.
In-plane fracture stresses (st rengths), tension, compression and shear, are plotted
versus Fell tit 	 1. Note that tensile slrcyrgih varies lincurl^ with I \'It while the
compressive and shear str engths, vary nonlinearly•
The folluMlig rules of thumb tgIven here without verification) may be used for ap-
proximating 111C st r engths .  (1) the tensile strength is approximately one-fourth the UDC
longitudinal tensile strength from the same composite system at the same FVH; ('-) the
connpresstvc strength Is one-half the VII lonotudiha.1 compressive strength; and ( i) the
in-pl:uie shear strength (measured by the rail lest) is approximately one-half the 1111)•
compressive strength or ono-fourth the UDC longitudinal compressive strength. The
interlaminar shear strength of I'HC, ah measu r ed by the short-bcann-shear teat . is about
the sumo as that of the UDC. These approximations are believed to be conservative esti-
mates of the strengths of 1 1 11C• . if nlcaaured values arc significhmtl)' below these esti-
mates then the fabrication process should be examltied for pos.-lble improvements. For
limited exp v ritneniad data sec references 'L and :1.
oftenlimca the amount of fiber, or resin, tit 	 is given by weiglit percent, ratio
or tr ac t ion. Conve sior. front ratio to F1'11, for either fiber or resin In F-glass
composites is presented graphically in figure 5 iref. 4). As can be seen in this figure,
both volume ratios (fiber and resin) vary, nonlinearly with weight. ratio. Wien the weight
fraction of a i'HC is given, ligure 5 can be used to obtain tuc corresponding I'\'I(	 Chita
FV11 can then be used to obtain the thermal and mechanic I properties front 	 'l,
3, and 4.
'llhc preceding discussion Illustrates that composite mechanics can be used to prc-
ilict physical and mechanical properties of 1 1 1(' for preliminary design and/or analysis
of strip hybrids.
ADVANCED ANAIAWS AND DESIGN ME I.1IODOLOCY
•
	
	 Strip hybrids as structural member, in aircraft nacelles, auto bodies, or composite
winchnill blade: would be designed to meet several diverse mid competing rorluir.,ments
usu:dly cont rolled by stiffness. ': he dcsipcn r olui renhents may be sp ecilled as: (1) upper
limit on lateral displacements wider ateady, p:: rrodie vhd impulsive loads, (2) minimum
critical buckling load rests;t-wee acrd, ( 3) the avoidauhce resonance at certain excitation
frerpuenc• ica that are expected in the service environment. In addition, dernwids for
mininhunn cost and minimum weight must be considemt]. Determination of these com-
3
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plea	 rcrpmnacs :	 : , ..t analysis n., uiods much as those prmided
In NASHON (ref 5).
The design procedure is iterative. The steps ill the procedure, broadly stxvlcing,
,re as follows: (1) seltvt the cumponent geometric configuration; (2) select the material;
(3) determine the varlous structural responses of the component subjected to the specified
load conditions and service environments; (4) compare these st r uctural responses to their
their correspxmding limits specified in the design criteria; (5) perform parametric
btudics using different materials; and (e) select the most cost-effective design. A cost
effective designn is usually judged on the basis of: low material cost, came of fabrication,
came of maintenance, operational cost, durability, wid light wcigbt. When the above steps
are compxtterized, the design procedure ib called cumpuler aided design or automated
design. Whtvi the above steps arc cast into a mathematical programming problem, the
it-sign procedure is called optimum structural design ar, more specifically. structur:d
vnthesis.
Herein, we present typical results of advanced analysis methods (NASTRAN finite
element capabilities) applied W a wpuare puiel made from slip, hybridb. And we indicate
how these results may be used in assessing preliminary designs on t comparative basis.
T , e strip hybrid square pmel dimensions were 50, N u 50. ti x 0 1:1 cm (20 x 20 x
0.05 in.). The random composite was E-(lass/resin ( E-G/R). The panel was rein-
forced with two way strips (fig. 1(b)) which were from three UDC's: high-modulus
graldilte-fiber/resin composite (11M / 1Q, intermediate-modulus graphite-fiber/resin
composite (T300/R) :aid Kevlar- 19 fiber/resin composite (Kev-•19/11). The strips con-
stitute about 20- 1ercent of the volume of the panel. The panel was assumed to be fixed
along all its edgeb,
The panel was assumed to have been subjected to the following load conditionb: (1)
static concentrated load at the center, (2) in-plane loads producing bucklin;, (3) a
periodic excitation at the center, and ( I) impulsive load at the center. The structural
responses Associated with these load conditions are; (1) maximum displacement and
stress, ('.1.) minimum buckling load, (3) free vibration frecluencies, ( 1) periu iic• ex-
citation response, mutt] (5) impulsive load t r ansient response with and without da,nping.
'These btrucAtral responses were determined using, respectively, the following NASTRAN
Itiprid Format:c: 1, 5, :c, h and 9.
Five different panels were analyzed: (1) E-G/R only (base pastel), (2) strip hybrid
E-G/R with IIM/R, ( 3 ) strip hybrid E-G/R with 7300/11, ( i) strip hybrid E-G/11 with
Kev-39/11, and (5) structural steel for comparlson purposes. Each panel was evaluated
using the above load conditions.
The finite element representation IFEI0 of the panel for NASTRAN analysts is shown
in figure 6. The FER conbisted of 65 nodes (grids) with 1750 of freedom (DUI-1, •IN quad-
rilateral plate elements and 4 triangular plate elements. The elements used account for
bending and membrane responses aid for anisotropic material behavior. As can be, seen
in figure 5, the UDC strips run parallel to the x and v ;ices and are located near the
center portion of the panel. The concentrated load ;aid the impulsive load were applied
at node 65. Ilie membrane load for the buckling analysis was applied parallel to the
x-axis. Note that the strip finite elements were assigned E-C/11 material properties
for the case where the whole panel was assumed to be E-6/11 and were assigned steel
material properties for the steel panel. The material properties of the five panels,
reclaired as inputs for NASTRAN, are given in table 1. Note that the properties used
for the planar rwidom E-G/R composite correspond to typical sheet molding compound
i
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,%tui about 33 In rcent fiber by volume (0. 93 I .W11 figs. 2 and :1). 'llnose for tilt, UDC are
I)Idc:tl v:tlut-s :out rorrosliontl to alxxtl till I% . rt-eatt f1her by volume. Note also that the
curves in figures 2 Uld .1 c:ul be used to selec t F:-6 It ld :ular random colnlxrstteb with
other F x'11. The results obtained from the above aruilyses are mommarized below.
A'A'ANCED ANALYNIS RESULTS AND DISCUSMON
'ilte NAti I ItAN proxileted results for the t arious structural aunulysib reslxsnbeb are
sunnnn .uiled in table 11. 'Iie puntl made from E-Wit r.ultlom comix-mite till be referred
►.	 to hert-in i s Iht, base panel. A p;utci nm,k • from steel is considered for co mparison pur-
r	 ltoses. The majority of the contlztr •isons ta rt, made on p;unels of equal thicknesb, mulch
may be interpreted to imply it thickness constrained debign. !n the last two rows of
tahle II results arc ;dso shown for stn F:-Glit panel with Nice the thickness of the hast-
INune• 1 :and a steel INUtt-1 with 0. 7 the base Ixutt-1 lhicknesb. These rt-sults are included to
illustrate the Ixutel thickness effect on the vmious reslxxnses.
Concentrated l.ond
The displacement and stresses at the center of the pancls live to a 11. li N (10 Ib) load
at tilt- critter arc summarized in the first two columns of table 11. As cm be seen, the
r'einfor'cing strips reduce lilt- displacement as follows: 40 perevnl for hev-49/11, W Ix • r-
cent for T'.00/11 and 70 pe::ent for lihl/N. Thvs: reductions art- substwntlal since only
10 Wreenl of the volume Is strip reinforcement (10 percent each way). 'flit- effectiveness
of tilt , strip reinforcenncnt to earr .^ Inng load to the ship hybrids Is shown in future 7. 'I'hc
maximum stresses Lt tilt- reinforcing strips and in the r:utdom composite (base material)
are plotted versus reinforcing strip modulus. The maximum stress In the Ilbl'R rvin-
forcing strilxs Is about 10 limes greater th:un that to Ole base Ixmel. 1'.^ 	 .et,, this
stress is relatively low compared to the fracture stress of IM/R comlxwitt-s. In addi-
tion, the UDC strips considered have fatigue Vasil stresses Mitch arc about N0 pxI rcenl of
their static fracture stresses. Consetluently, the st resses induced In the strips will not
be critical from either a static or a latigue sl:unlixrint. Who bht-ar st r esses at tilt- strip/
babe material interfaces are ;unttelpated to be nt-gligible. Ilowever, thest- stresses trust
Ise determined in actual design application. Compared to tine base pant-1 tilt- stress in
cite equal thickness steel panel is alx,ui tilt- saute while the displacement is about ti 
Ix,r-
cent (table I1). 'Iic thickness effects on the stress :utd displacement of the base and
tet-1 panels are shores in cite last two rows of table 11. 'These comparisons show, as
one Would exl)ecl, that tilt' displaccntcnt .uxl st ress in We bast- p:ult-1 can be reduced con-
siderably when the thickness is a free design variable.
'lie inwortaunt conclusion here is that adv:mced vtalysis methods results show that,
oil an etlual thickness basis, strip h y brids can be sized (designetO to significantly reduce
the displacement compared to the base pa ncl. The 44. G N (to lb) load was used strictly
for illust• alive convenience. The results earn easily be normalized with rt-six ,et to ap-
plied loud :and compared on u relative basis.
lluckl ing
The buckling; loads of the various panels are Liven in tilt- third column of tatrle II.
Recall the p:utcl for this case was considered a, having been loaded parallel to the x
-uXis
k1___
Mg. 6). The Improvement U1 tilt- buckling load in the ship hybrids compared to the baste
panel (or tKlual thickness Itanele is about 1.5 tines that for the Kev-49/ It strips, 2 times
that for T300/11, anti :1 times that for the HI1f /I1. Note that the buckling load of the steel
Is about 17 times greater than the base panel and aixx ►t 1; tints greater than the 11111 It
Strip hybrid. Ilse thickness effects on tilt- buckling load of the base anti stvvl panels are
shown in the last two rows of culunnn :1, table 11. A conclusion from tilt- previous (Its-
cctssion is that available analysis nt• tnods can be used to assess the relative buckling
reststanev of strip hybrids. However, if tilt- design turns cut to be buckling critical,
Own the r• alculated buckling load of tit rip hybrids should be experimentally verified.
Another conclusion is that oat an equal t hickness basin strip hybrid panels caul 11c• sized
to have :1 times the buckling load of the base panel.
Natural Vibration t'retluenc•tes
"Ilse lowest natural vibration fraluency of the vatiuus panda is given in the ith col-
arnun of table 11. 'llne increase Ira tit- lowest natural frcrluenc •y for the various strip hy-
brids compared to the base panel is approximately as follows: 30 percent for Kcv- i9/11,
fit) percent for 'r300/R, aunt .10 percent for 11AI/3. 'Ilse frctluenc• ,y for the steel palcl is
about the same as that for the 1IM/11 strip hybrid (5 percent latkit• r). 'Ilse thickness
effects of the base and steel panels are shown in the last two rows of column .1, table 11.
The important conclusion is that, on in alual thicknrs •, basis, strip hybr , is can le sired
to have luwest natur:d vibration frequencies which are about twice that of the hale panel
and in the same range as that of the steel panel.
1 1 e ►iodlc Excitations
The periodic load for this case is: F(f) . (23.0 + U.:1 (f)) sin(2tft) where f is U1
Hertz ►and was selected to Meld responses in the strip hybrids about 5 times those of the
concentrated load ease. This selection was made lit ureter to obtain boater discrinnbna-
tion among the responses of the different strip hybrids. Although it periodic excitation
producing 5 times the static response may be severe for auto body applications, it is
considered reasonable for nacelles and windmill blades during gust excitations.
The response of the vatiuus panels duc ,n the above pertucllc excitation load applied
at the center of the panel with a forcing fretluency of 22 Hz (about the same as the
lowest natural frequency of the base panel) is given In terms of the maximum displace-
ment ;lid stress (base panel materi:1) In the fifth and sixth columns of table 11. 111c
32 liz excitation frequency was exIx-eted to produce large .tisplaccmontn anti stresses
in the base panel. However, it was of interest to sce how the displacements .u1d stresses
change at this excitation frequency with the addition of tilt, UDC strips.
The displacement is at the panel center while the quoted stress occurs at tilt , een-
troid of the triangular elements ,fig. 6), Note the• predicted maxft►utnn displacement of
Ole base panel is 59.2 cm (23.3 in. ). 'blabs is psh) sically incompatible aitll the panel edge
lenlnh of 50.8 cm (20 in.). 'Me decreases in displacement of the strip hybrids c•onnpared
to the base panel  titre approximately: 85 lercent for Kev- 19/ It, 90 percent for '1'300/11,
and 95 perccrri for HAI /R. The corresponding decreases in tau• stress -6 of the base
material are: 80 percent for Kev--19/R, 90 pereelnt for T.100/11, and 90 pt, rcent for
116f/R. These results illustrate the effectiveness of tilt,
 strip hybrid for reduc• hig the
displacement and stress due to periodic excitations occurring near resonance of the base
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panel. This is desirable since It increases the fatigue life of the base mutetial.
Note that the displacement and stress reductions for the steel panel compared to cor-
responding values  of the base p:uicl are about 100 percent :und 80 percent reslectively.
Note, also, that tilt' stresses in the base material of the strip hybrids are smaller th;ui
those in the steel panel by: a percent for Kev-WAJ, Ott percent for '17.00/11, and tea per-
vent for 1111'It in actuad applications the strip M •brid selected must be checked for
large displacement or rtresh wid fatigue da niage that nha% lit' inducers bn excitation ire-
quencies near its own resonance. 11te maximum stresseb in the strips r:urge from about
4 to 10 times those In the hale material. These stresses are only about 25 to 50 percent
of the r•orreslnndi ng fatigue limits of the st ►ips. However, the :;!ress in the steel panel
'
	
	 is comparable to its fatigue limit. 'fhb- thicknesb effects on the periodic excitation re-
sponhes of the base and steel panels are shown in the last two rows of columns 5 and ti,
table 11. increasing the bast , pauud Uiekness has a comparable effect on the periodic ex-
citation responses ab using strips to reinforce the base panel.
`
	
	 From the above discussion it can be seen that, on all t'yual thickness basis, strip hv-
brids can be sized to cause a sipnificant change in panel resonant frequency. This will
i
	
	 result in relatively small displacements and stresses in the base material compared to
the base panel when excited near resonant f roeluv ncy. As can be seen from the results of
than last two sections, available .analysis methods can be u;ed to assess strip hybridb with
respect to (1) natural vibra!ion ft-tNuencies :rut (2) periodic excitation response.
Impulsive Load
The displacement and stress of the various panels caused by an impulsive (dynamic)
load are given, :ebpectively, :n the seventh and eighth columns of table II. Tine innlxal-
sive load is shown in figure N. 'Ibis tmlxalsive force represents, roughly, a low veloc-
ity particle joint impact at the center of the panel, or atn abruptly released displace-
ment, at this point.
The decreases in the dynamic displacements tan the strip hybrid pauiels compared
to the base panel from column 7, (able II are: 26 percent for the Kew-49/11, 44 per-
cent for the T300/11, and 56 percent for the ]CM/11. The corresponding decreases in
the dynamic stresses in the babe material are about 35 percent for the Kev-49/11,
50 percent for the '17100111, and 55 percent for tilt . iin/ it. 'Inc decreases for both dis-
placements :uhd stresses ill 	 base ttnatetiat are substantial.
11he dynaunic displacement of the steel panel is about 90 percent less t ;uh that of the
base panel and the dynamic stress is about 40 percent higher. Also, the dynamic stresses
ill
	 base material in the strip hybrids comparod to that in the steel panel are smaller
by about 50 percent for the Kev 19111, 05 percent for the '1'300/ it, wid 70 percent for tht'
11NIA1. As can be observed from these percentages, the strip hybrid pa nelb sustain con-
siderably less dy namic stress in (ht ,
 base material than bled panels for tilt- same im-
pulsive load. The comment made ith the last section about the maxinhaan stresses ill
strips applies here as well. 'I'1he thickness effects on tilt ,
 impulsive load responses of
the base and steel panels are shown ill
	 last two rows of columns 7 and P, table II.
'rhe important conclusion from the previous discussion is that available advanced
:analysis methods can be used to assess the transient response of strip hybrids sub-
jected to impulsive londs. Another conclusion is that, on an equal thickness basis, strip
hybrids can be sized which would sustain considerabl *
 smasher dynamic displacements
and stresses ill
	 base material th;un the base panel.
7
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	 A getierl observation from all the load cubes considered is thus the calculated
streaccs in the strip hybrids (loth in the base materi:d and in the strips) were consider-
ably lower than the corr^-slronding tensile static strengths. And in most cases, the
stresses were well below their fatigue limits.
ADVANCED DESIGN GUIDELINES
The structural responses described previousl y can be used to provide design gulde-
lines for sizing and designing strip hybrids for aircraft engine nacelle, windmill blades
!` (
	
	
and auto body applications Several examples are described below to illustrate the pro-
cedure.
The displacement and base material stress of the strip hybrids for the concentrated
load, the buckling loud, and thr :owest natural frequency are plotted versus reinforcing
strip modulus in figure 9. As can be seen in this figure the displacement and stress
(fig. 9(a)) and the lowest natural frequency (fig. 9ic)) vary nonlincarly with reinforcing
strip modulus while the buckling load (fig. 9(b)) varies linearly. These figures c:ua be
used to select reinforcing strip moduli for sizing strip hybrids to meet several specific
debigr. requirements. Of course, these figures are restricted to square fixed - end panels
with 20 percent strip reinforcement by volume. For desll0ring more general panels,
suitable graphical data has to be generated.
The naaxlnwm vibratory stress in the base material of the strip hybrids due to
periodic excitations with 3 different froquenc • les is plotted versus reinforcing strip mod-
ulus in figure 10. As can be seen In this, figure, the maximum vibratory stress in the
base material varies nonlincarly and decreases rapidly with reinforcing; strip modulus
to about 103 GPa (15xio t.
 psi). It decreases mildly beyond this modulus. The signifl-
cant point here is that the modulus of the reinforcing strips should be afoul 10:1 G1'a
(15x1O 6 psi) to minimize vibratory stresses (since they may cause fatigue failures) for
the strip hybrids considered. For more general strip hybrids, graphical data with
different percentage reinforcement and different boundary condfUons are required.
The maximum dynamic stress in the base material of the strip hybrids due to an
`
	
	
impulsive load is plotted In figure 11(a) versus reinforcing strip modulus for two cases;
(1) undamped and ('.) with 0.009 percent of critical damping. The points to be noted
from this figure are: (1) the dynamic displacement varies nonlincarly with reinforcing
strip modulus and 12) the damping is much more effective In strip hybrids with rein-
forcing strip moduli less than 103 GPa ( 15xIO 6
 psi). Corresponding displacements
are shown in figure 11(b). The behavior of the dynamic displacements is similar to that
of the stress as would be expected. Curves comparable to those in figure 11 are needed
to size and design strip hybrid panels so lha 'c Impulsive loads 4111 not induce displace-
ments or stresses in the base material greater th;w those specified In the design ro-
quirements or are incompatible with the material operational capabilities.
The previous discussion and the conclusions derived therefrom were based on panels
ofual thickness. Structural resey	 posses for panels with different thicknesses can be ob-
tained from the curresponding responses in figurc 9 as follows (let t = panel thickness):
G) The displacement due to a concentrated static load varies inversely with t3 and We
stress varies Inversely wilts t 2 ; (2) The buckling load varies directly with 1 3 ; (3) The
natural vibration frequencies vary directly with I. No simple relationships exist for
scaling the displacement and stress due to periodic excitation or impulsive loading. Also,
all of the above responses vary inversely with the square of the panel edge dimension.
6
Responses for s,guare panels with different edge dimensions but with all edges fixed can
be scaud front the corresponding curve in figure 9. The significance of the scaling dis-
cussed above Is that the curves in figure 9 can be used directly to size square strip hy-
brids for preliminary design purpaseb The values shown in the last two rows in table II
(except for the lart two columns which were obtained using NAWl'RAN) were obtained by
using the above sr -sling procedures.
Weight, cost at.3 energy comparisons for the panels of equal thickness are sum-
marized in table III. !tome of the Informutio , i this table was obtained with the aid of
reference 6. The weights of the various panels are given in the first column of this table.
The weights of the hose panel (random composite panel) and the three strip hybrids are
w	 about the same while that of the steel Is about 1. 3 times greater on an equal thickness
basis. The estimated panel material cost is given to the second column of table III.
Compared to the base panel the cost for the other panels is greater by: 3. 3 times for
the Kev-49/R strip hybrid, 6. 9 for the T300/R strip hybrid, 11 for the 11M/R strip
hybrid and 2 times for the steel panel.
The energy needed for fabrication of the various panels is given In the third column
of table III. The fourth column presents a normalized operational cost of the panel In
a 5 year automotive application. ,"nee both columns 3 and 4 are bared only on weight,
the strip hybrids need about the .—ne amount of energy for fabrication and for a 5 year
period of operation.
'I'he above ( omparisons were made assuming equal thickness panels. It fa possible
to select base material panels with different thicknesses which will have structural re-
sponses comparable to the strip hybrids shown in table 11. Also, steel panels with dif-
ferent thicknesses may be selected which can be more cost effective than the strip hy-
brids. Both of these aspects can be assessed on the basis of equal displacement, fre-
quency, or buckling resistance using the scaling procedure described previously.
The important conclusion from the previous discussion is that results from avail-
able advanced analysis methods and appropriate scaling; procedures can be used to
generate data applicable for apriori aebesstricnt and/or design of a large class of strip-
hybrid, fixed-end panels that are subjected to complex loading conditions.
CONCLUSIONS
The results of this investigation illustrate the use of advanced analysis methods
and composite mechanics to predict the complex structural responses of composite
material panels such as strip hybrids. Panels from these hybrids, which were as-
sumod to consist of E-G/R random composite reinforced with strips from unidirectional
composite, can be sized (Le , designed) W have improved structural responses com-
pared to the random composite panel. For example, on an equal thickness basis, the
concentrated load deflection can be 70 percent smaller; the buckling; load can be 3 times
greater; the lowest natural vibration frequency can be about 85 percent higher; the
periodic excitation (vibratory) stress in the base material of the strip hybrids can be
about 95 percent smaller; and the impulsive load stress can be about 55 percent smaller.
Results from available advanced analysis methods and appropriate scaling procedures
can be used to assess apriort the performance of strip-hybrid, fixed-end panels sub-
jected to complex loading conditions.
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t.	 TABL Y I. - MATERIAL. PROPERTIES
Property Material
't E-6111118/ 1iKevlar/ t^'1'hornel :300 blii`i Graphiic `Structural
resin resin resin resin steel
Ih lnstty, eent3 (ib/in3) 1.80 (().01;6) 1 . u (0. o5o) 1 . 52 (0.055) 1.55 (0.056) 7.70 (0.2 . p )
Modulus,	 10'3 MPa (106 pelf)
Longitudinal 13.1	 (1.9) 75.7 (11.0) 1:38 (20) 211	 (:35) 207 (:30)
Transverbe 13.1 (1.9) 5.5 (0.8) 10.3 (1. 6) 5.5 (0.8) 307 (30)
.	 --ar 5.0 (0.73) 2.1 (0.3) 6.9 (1.0) -1.1	 (0.6) 79.:3 (11.5)
Potsson's ratio 0.:3 0.:32 0.:32 0.22 0.3
Thermal expansion coefficients
10 b nt/m/0 C (10 a in/in/0F)
Longitudinal 16.7 (9. 3 ) -2.9 (-1.6) 0.02 (0.01) -0 1:3.3	 (7. -1)
Transverse 16.7 (9.:3) 56. 3 (31, 3) 22. 5 (12. 5) 3:1.3 (18. 5) 13.3 (7. 1)
a l'l:tnor random eomtxtsitc - lnotrupic in the p1me (nlx)ut 33 by volume).
b1'ni(brecliunal comix)site stripe,
c Isotropie material.
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Strips 20 1wreent by volume; panel size: 50.8 by 60.8 by 0.127 em
(20 by 20 by 0.05 in. 1.
r-
Material Panel
weight,
lb
F.stinunted
panel
material
aEnergY needed for
auto body rpIdications
bl•`.ibrication b5cost, -year
dollars olx ration 
(1) (2) (3) ('1)
E-Class/resin random 1.30 0.65 60 30
(base panel)
Strip hybrids:
E-Glass/resin Mth
Kevlar 19/resin 1.2.1 2.12 60 30
Thornel 300/ rush 1.26 1. •18 GO 30
Ifhf-Graphite/resin 1.26 7.12 60 ;10
Steel (structural) 5.56 1.39 100 100
aBased on that needed for steel (100 lwrcent) (estimated from data from ref. 6.
p. 55) .
bNormalized with respect to steel panel (100).
Conversions: 1 lb = 4.46 N; Ml'G = 0.423 kAl/litre.
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(a) ONE WAY STRIPS	 (5 ► TWO WAY STRIPS,
Figure 1.	 Schema t ic of strip hybrids depicting possi-
ble location of advanced unidirectional composite
strips in a random composite.
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Figure 2.	 - Physical properties of planar random E-glass/
resin composites predicted using the quasi-isotropic
analogy (ref.
	
1).	 SI unit conversion factors: 	 a,
inlhnlol	 0.56 cmlcmlK•	 K,	 Btulhrlft 2lin
	
b. 94 VVImIK;
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Figure 3.	 - Elastic properties of planar random E-glassl
resin composites predicted using the quasi-isotropic
analogy iref.	 1 ► .
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f igure 4. - Estimated fracture stresses (strenilthst of planar random
E-glasslresin composites.
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Figure 6. - Finite element % resentation of a random composite flat panel reinforced with unidirectional
composite strips (i;. .Y h,,hrid),
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Figure 9. - Structural responses of strip hybrid square plates with
fixed edges. E-glasslresin planar random composite reinforced with
two-way unidirectional composite strips 20 percent by volume (50.8
by 50.8 by 0.127 cm (20 by 20 by 0.05 in. )).
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Figure 10. - Base material maximum stresses in strip hybrid square
plates with fixed edges and subjected to periodic excitations at center
with forcing frequencies below resonance. E-glasslresin planar
random composite reinforced with two-way unidirectional composite
strips 20 percent by volume (50.8 by 50.8 by 0.127 cm (20 by 20 by
0.05 in, )1.
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Figure 11. - Structural dynamic response of strip hybrid square plates
with fixed edges subjected to an impulsive load at the center. [-glass/
resin planar random composite reinforced with two-way unidirectional
composite strips 20 percent by volume 150.8 by 50.8 by 0. 127 cm 120 by
20 by 0.05 in. 11,
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Figure 11. - Concluded.
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